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DIVISION OF REGULATORY OVERSIGHT 
AUDITOR’S REPORT 

JULY 25,2000 

T O  FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION ANDOTHER INTERESTED PARTIES 

We have applied the procedures described later in this report to audit the Environmental 
Cost Recovery Clause (ECRC) schedules for the twelve month period ended December 31, 1999 
prepared by Tampa Electric Company. These schedules were prepared by the utility in support of 
Docket No. 000007-EI. There is no confidential information associated with this audit. 

This is an internal accounting report prepared after performing a l i t e d  scope audit. 
Accordingly, this report should not be relied upon for any purpose except to assist the Commission 
statfin the performance of their duties. Substantial additional work would have to be performed to 
satisfy generally accepted auditing standards and produce audited financial statements for public use. 
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS: 

1 Company records show that payroll and related fringe benefit costs, in the amount of 
$1,980,809, were capitalized and included in emironmental projects during the twelve month period 
ending December 3 1, 1999 Also, $1,546,419 were included in prior years ECRC filings. 

2. 

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT PROCEDURES: 

The recoverable costs were understated by $32,817. 

Our audit was performed by examining on a test basis, certain transactions and account 
balances whch we believe are sufficient to base our opinion Our examination did not entail a 
complete review of all financial transactions of the company Our more important audit procedures 
are summarized below The following definitions apply when used in this report 

Compiled - The exhibit amounts were reconciled with the general ledger, and accounts were 
scanned for error or inconsistency 

Verify - The item was tested for accuracy, and substantiating documentation was examined 

REVJCNCJES: Compiled Environmental Cost Recovery Clause (ECRC) revenue and agreed 
to the filing. Recomputed revenues using approved FPSC rate factors and company provided 
KWH sales. 

EXPENSES: Compiled ECRC expenses and agreed to the filing. Recomputed allocations of 
expenses for Big Bend 3 Fuel Gas Desuffirization (BB3 FGD) Integration. Veritied SO2 
Emission Auowances. Determined that payroll expense was removed from ECRC expenses. 

CAPITAL INVESTMENT Scheduled capital investment for the ECRC projects. 
Reconciled depreciation rates used by utility to FPSC approved rates. Recomputed 
depreciation expense and accumulation and agreed to the filing. Recalculated recoverable 
costs on capital investment. 

TRUE-UP: 
amounts and interest rates. Recomputed energy and demand separation percentages. 

Recomputed ECRC true-up and interest calculation using FPSC approved 
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DISCLOSURES 

Disclosure No. 1 

Subject: Capitalized Payroll 

Statement of Fact: Company records show that payroll and related fringe benefit costs, in the 
amount of $1,980,809, were capitalized and included in environmental projects during the twelve 
month period ending December 31, 1999. Also, $1,546,419 were included in prior years ECRC 
filings. 

In a prior audit the company response stated that no new positions, related to environmental 
functions, have been created since 1997. The ECRC audit performed in 1997 established that no 
new positions have been created specifically for ECRC purposes since 1995, the year that separate 
reporting of environmental purposes began. 

Section 366.8255, Florida Statutes states, “An adjustment for the level of costs currently being 
recovered through base rates or other rate-adjustment clauses must be included in the filing.” 

Auditors Opinion: The payroll costs included in the ECRC plant investment is already being 
recaptured through base rates. Since no new positions have been created, no unanticipated 
incremental payroll costs have been incurred. Any increases in payroll costs since 1995 would 
consist mostly of normal, recurring charges such cost of living, merit increases, and promotions . 
These increases are anticipated and fall under the rate base umbrella. 

To include these payroll costs in the ECRC as expenses or plant investment would allow the 
Company to receive double recovery of same. Therefore staffbelieves that an adjustment should be 
made to remove the capitalized payroll totaling $3,527,228 (1,963,978 + 1,546,419). 
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Disclosure No. 2 
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Subject: Audit Adjustments 

Statement of Fact: 
Clause (ECRC) filing: 

1) Added $236,408 for the net book value of the BB4 CEMs plant recovered through rate base for 
the begmurig of period net investment. The rest of the year the amount was properly subtracted from 
plant in service. 

2) Recorded $3 1,353 as the be-g of period accumulated depreciation for the Gannon Oil Tank 
project. The beginning balance should have been $ 2  1,4 15. 

The company recorded the following in its 1999 Environmental Cost Recovery 

3) Improperly calculated the Jurisdictional Demand Factors for the year. 

4) Used the wrong interest rate in the true-up calculations for the months of September through 
December 1999. 

Auditors Opinion: Adjustments needed to the sling were calculated as follows: 

1) Sice the value of the BB4 CEMs plant are recovered through rate base the company should have 
subtracted the value from the beginning of period net investment. This would have averted double 
recovery of costs. The January return on investment was overstated by $2,294. 

2) The company books have recorded $21,415 for accumulated depreciation as of December 31, 
1998. The difference of $9,938 understated return on investment for the year by $1,157. 

3) A recalculation of Jurisdictional Demand Factors increased recoverable costs by $35,148. 

4) Recalculating true-up using the correct interest rates, and allowing for the audit adjustments 
reduced recoverable true-up by $1,194. 

The 1999 ECRC filing should be adjusted for the above. 

BB4 CEMs $( 2,294) 
Gannon Tank 1,157 
Demand Factors 35,148 
True-up Adjustment LU.w 

%32.817 
The company stated that a revised filing will be prepared and sent to the Commission. 
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